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Rugby vs Leicester Tigers 



Whisper it quietly for fear of a typically savage backlash, but last season's runaway 

Allied Dunbar Premiership One champions, Leicester Tigers, appear to have lost 

their appetite for near-invincible conquest according to their somewhat erratic 

record so far in the current campaign. 

Admittedly, it has been an unusually dislocated season thus far. And fev. 

PIP 	would deny that Leicester have had their carefully-laid plans disrupted more 

\ 	44 	than any other club by the recent Rugby World Cup, with much of their much 

vaunted pack called away for duty in England's ill fated cause. 

le Tigers have rarely looked like matching the awesome standards they set in romping away 

ership title last spring. And as they grind themselves to renew a long-standing feud with old 

crucial Boxing Day encounter this afternoon, they face the prospect that defeat could put 

iut of the running for trophy honours, apart from the Tetley's Bitter Cup. 

_ned with a shock exit from the Heineken European Cup, having lost two of their first four 

games, Leicester face the task of having to beat Leinster at home and Stade Francais away 

ance of reaching the last eight.. 

pie they have already drawn one and lost three of their ten games so far, to stand fifth in the 

it behind Bath and four behind surprise early leaders Gloucester, so another setback today 

nhance their chance of retaining the title. 

oubled scenario is not one that the Welford Road faithful are familiar with, but there are valid 

excuses, for Leicester's current problems, not least of which is the legacy of the World Cup 

a debilitating effect on a number of key players. 

combined with a rash of injuries to several other members of their squad have meant that 

not been able to field a full-strength side all season and although their home form has 

ssive as ever (their last home defeat was nearly two years ago), their performances 

have slipped way below the standard of last term. 

sider that four of their England men, including three key forwards, are 

'ith injuries that will keep them out of action until at least the New 

really surprising that Leicester have proved vulnerable, not 

sually formidable front row, where prop Darren Garforth 

'chard Cockerill are both out of action with neck 

dems. 

:ester Tigers By Dick well  

  

PI 

rigland captain Martin Johnson, for so long the driving force of their pack, is likely to be absent for a lengthy 

q,riod with a damaged achilles tendon and winger Leon Lloyd is recovering from knee injury. 

tune of these international stars are considered likely to take on Bath today, and with their other principal 

,ck, Fritz Van Heerden not due to rejoin the squad until the end of December, and his fellow South African 

.01 Stransky having retired to take up a coaching role at Welford Road, it will be a vastly different Tigers 

le that runs out at the Rec today to the one which went down 24.16 here last April. 

icester's dismal run of away results began with an opening day setback at neighbours Northampton, who 

inolished them 46-24 at Franklins Gardens in September and although they saw off Sale 18-3 at home in 

it second game, the cracks became even more visible when they suffered a convincing 34.6 defeat by 

)ucester at Kingsholm. 

A tremendous second half resurgence saw them scrape home 31.30 at London Irish, their only away 

.ticcess to date and that was followed by two resounding home wins over Bristol (36.19) and Bedford 

(I, I .12) before a third away point was scored in  a  12.12 draw at Newcastle. 

A 28-19 home win over Wasps provided an encouraging curtain-raiser for the start of the European Cup 

.iinpaign, but they then suffered a shock setback in  a  27.20 defeat by Leinster and although they scraped 

1,,)me 30-25 at home to Stade Francais, two more away  defeats  followed at Saracens (36-20) and Glasgow 

iiedonians (30-17) to put them on the brink of European Cup disaster. 

undoubtedly, Leicester team manager Dean 

Richards has plenty of problems to occupy his 

mind at the moment, but at least he can 
.0* 

take  comfort that two of his stars are 
• 

•Itinn prime form. Austin Healy has  AR 
ed constantly well whether at  r 

m-half or on the wing, while 

Inker Neil Back, as ever, has  tote 
been outstanding so far. 

I  hose two are sure to give Bath a few 

problems this afternoon and you can be 

certain that whatever side Richards 

mends out they will be fired up to prove 

that the Tigers are still a major force to be 

reckoned with. 
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